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Abstract 
A qxn  array with entries from {0, 1 . . . . .  q - l}  is said to form a difference matrix if the vector 
difference (modulo q) of each pair of columns consists of a permutation of {0, 1 . . . . .  q - 1 }; this 
definition is inverted from the more standard one to be found, e.g., in Colbourn and de Launey 
(1996). The following idea generalizes this notion: Given an appropriate A C_{-l, 1} t, a 2q × n 
array will be said to form a (t,q,2,A) sign-balanced matrix if for each choice Q,C2 . . . . .  Ct of 
t columns and for each choice e = (el . . . . .  et) E A of signs, the linear combination ~=1 ejCj 
contains (rood q) each entry of {0, 1 . . . . .  q - 1} exactly 2 times. We consider the following 
extremal problem in this paper: How large does the number k = k(n, t, q, 2, A) of rows have to 
be so that for each choice of t columns and for each choice (et . . . . .  et) of signs in A, the linear 
• • t combination ~_~ ejC j contains each entry of {0, 1 . . . . .  q - 1) at least 2 times? We use prob- 
abilistic metho~l's~ in particular the Lovhsz local lemma and the Stein-Chen method of Poisson 
approximation to obtain general (logarithmic) upper bounds on the numbers k(n,t,q,2, A), and 
to provide Poisson approximations for the probability distribution of the number W of deficient 
sets of t columns, given a random array. It is proved, in addition, that rithmetic modulo q 
yields the smallest array - -  in a sense to be described. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
Keywords: Difference matrices; Poisson approximation; Stein-Chen method; Lov~isz local 
lemma 
1. Introduction 
A q × n array with entries from the group f# = {0, 1 . . . . .  q - 1} is said to form 
a difference matrix i f  the vector difference C~ - Cj (modq) ,  of  each pair of  columns 
Ci, C 2, consists of a permutation of {0, 1 . . . . .  q -  1}; an easy example of  a difference 
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matrix with q = n = 3 is provided by 
1 0 . 
0 0 
Matrix difference systems have recently been considered by Colbourn and de Launey [8] 
and Colboum and Kreher [9] (our definition given above is inverted from theirs, how- 
ever). These authors exhibit, among other things, the connections of difference ma- 
trices to orthogonal arrays - -  and to the consequent applications to statistics, error- 
correcting codes, resilient functions, derandomization f probabilistic algorithms, and 
perfect local randomizers. The vast body of literature on orthogonal arrays is typ- 
ified by Bierbrauer [5] and Hedayat et al. [14]. The term 'difference matrix' was 
coined by Jungnickel [15], but the connection of difference matrices to rthogonal 
arrays was recognized by Bose and Bush [7] back in the early 1950s. Consider the 
following generalization of the above notion: Fix a subset A C_{-1, 1} t. A sequence 
e = (el . . . . .  et) E A will be called "permissible". A ).q x n array will be said to form a 
(t ,q,2,A) sion-balanced matrix if for each choice C1,C2,...,Ct of t columns and for 
each choice e = (el .... ,et) E A of permissible signs, the linear combination )-'~=l ejCj 
contains (mod q) each entry of {0, 1 . . . . .  q - 1} exactly 2 times; it is evident hat 
(2,q, 1,{(1,-1)}) sign-balanced arrays are just difference matrices. Motivated by the 
work of Sloane [16] and Godbole et al. [13], we consider the following extremal prob- 
lem: Given n, how large does the number k = k(n,t ,q,2,A)  of rows have to be to 
enable one to find a configuration so that for each choice of t columns and for each 
choice e = (el . . . . .  et) of signs in A, the linear combination ~j=lt ejCj contains each 
entry of {0, 1 , . . . ,q -  1} at least 2 times? An array satisfying this property will be 
called a (t ,q,2,A) sign-balanced coverin# matrix. As in Sloane [16], we will often 
phrase our results in terms of the asymptotics of the problem as q, t, 2 and A are held 
fixed, and n ~ 0% even though general upper bounds can be (and have, in fact, been) 
derived by us in most cases. 
We use probabilistic methods, in particular the (Erd6s)-Lov~isz local lemma [1]) and 
the Stein-Chen method of Poisson approximation [4]) to obtain an answer to the general 
question posed above. In Section 2, the local lemma is employed to provide a (loga- 
rithmic) upper bound on the numbers k(n,t,q, 1,A). The trivial bound k(n,t,q, 2, A) -< 
2 log n follows from this result, where we write f ___ 9 if f<<.K9 for some constant 
K that does not depend on . We show, however, that for 2/> 2, upper bounds for the 
numbers k(n, t, q, 2, A) are actually of the form (A log n +B(2 - 1 ) log log n){ 1 + o(1 )} 
[A depends on t and q, while B is a function of q alone], exhibiting the fact that the 
numbers of rows that need to be added to the ensemble, so as to produce subsequent 
copies (beyond the first) of each member of if, is linear, but in lo9 Io9 n. This result 
is obtained on using the Lovfisz lemma in conjunction with tail estimates on binomial 
probabilities. Finally, we prove that arithmetic modulo q yields the smallest array - -  
in the sense that if we wish (for example) for the vector difference of each pair of 
columns to contain each member of ff at least once, then the smallest number of rows 
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are needed if the columns are combined modulo q, rather than in some other ad hoc 
fashion (by taking the absolute value of the difference, for example). 
If P is the uniform probability measure on {0, 1 .. . . .  q - 1} nk, then the bound 
k(n, t, q, 1, A ) ~ log n may be restated probabilistically s 
k~logn~P(W=0)  > 0, 
where W represents the number of sets C1, C2 .. . . .  Ct of t columns that are deficient, 
i.e., for which the linear combination ~-]tj= 1 ejCj is missing (mod q) at least one member 
of (~ = {0, 1,. . . ,q - 1 } for some permissible choice el . . . . .  et of signs. In Section 3, 
we move slightly away from the problem of the existence of (t,q, 1,A) sign-balanced 
coveting arrays (with a certain number of rows) and focus instead on approximating 
the entire probability distribution (for arbitrary t, q, and A) of the random variable W; 
for simplicity, we do not consider the case 2 >/2. In a k x n array, there are (~) sets of 
t columns to consider. (Actually if A is not symmetric then we have to be a little more 
careful, since the order of the choices would then become relevant.) The probability 
[under the uniform distribution on {0, 1 . . . . .  q - 1} "k] of the jth set cg = (Cj, .... Cj,) 
of t columns being deficient is clearly given by P(U~:sA Uese{ ~ ~ ~i=1 eiCJi}). Now, 
one of the key (and elementary) facts that is used at several points throughout this 
paper is that for any e E A, E C N, and c£, p(y q~ ~i=1 eiCji) = (q - 1)k/q k, so that 
the probability of cg being deficient is no larger than 
IAIq 
which is small, provided (for example) that t and q are fixed, and that k is large. 
The Poisson paradigm now suggests that it might be reasonable to conjecture that the 
distribution of W can be approximated, for large values of n and k, by a Poisson 
distribution with mean p = E(W)  ~ (nt)lAIq(q - 1)k/q k. To prove this claim, we use 
the Stein-Chen method of Poisson approximation [4], which yields an upper bound for 
the total variation distance 
P(W uJl = sup A) - --7-.' A C_ Z + jEA I 
between the distribution of W (denoted by L~'(W)) and that of a Poisson random vari- 
able with mean/~ (denoted by Po(p)): Specifically, we show that dTv(~(W),Po(/~)) 
0 as k --~ c~ whenever k ~ log n where the constant in the above >-_ depends, of course, 
on A, q, and t. 
The Stein-Chen method has previously been used in a combinatorics context by, e.g. 
Godbole et al. [12], Godbole and Janson [11], and Barbour, et al. [3], who use Poisson 
approximations to shed some light on questions concerning the classical Ramsey num- 
bers, coveting designs, and tournaments, respectively. Analyses of other combinatotial 
problems arising from questions concerning the strategic positioning of the entries of 
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a zero--one (or alphabet-valued) matrix may be found in [6, 16, 17], which consider 
issues related to the Erd6s-Szekeres conjecture, t-covering arrays, and the problem 
of Zarankiewicz (bipartite Turfin numbers). We devote the rest of this section to a 
brief summary of the Lov~isz local lemma and the Stein-Chen method (as used in this 
paper). 
The Lov~isz local lemma provides a simple condition which guarantees a positive 
probability for the occurrence of none of an ensemble of "bad" events. The lemma 
has been used, for example, to show that each k-uniform, k-regular hypergraph (k~>9) 
can be two-colored so that no edge is monochromatic, and to obtain the best-known 
asymptotic lower bound on the classical diagonal Ramsey numbers R(k,k); see [1] for 
an account. For ease of reference, we provide a statement of the simplest version of 
this fundamental result of Erd6s and Lov~sz: 
The Lov~isz Local Lemma (Symmetric ase, [1]). Let AI, A2 ..... AN be events in an 
arbitrary probability space. Suppose that each event Aj is mutually independent of a 
set of all the other events Ai but at most d, and that P(Aj)<~p for all 1 <~j<~N. I f  
ep(d + 1)~<1 then P(A~N~Aj) > O. 
The gist of the (rather straightforward) fashion in which we use the Lovhsz lemma 
for 2 = 1 is as follows: The probability model in question consists of choosing one of 
the letters in f# = {0, 1 . . . . .  q -  1} randomly, independently, and with equal probability, 
for each position i  the k × n array. Aj is defined as the event that the jth set of t 
ptnC)  ftj) > columns is deficient; we wish to find conditions on k that guarantee that ~, ,j=j 
0, i.e., for which the ensemble that we seek exists. We may, in fact, define these events 
in a finer way, and proceed by letting, for example, Aj.~,e be the event hat the jth group 
of t columns, when combined (mod q) according to the signs prescribed by e, do not 
contain the letter • - and finding the least k for which P(Oj,~,/Jj,~,/) > O. 
A random variable X with support on Z + is said to have a Poisson distribution with 
parameter # (abbreviated X ~ Po(#)) if P(X -= x) = e -~ #X/x! Louis H. Y. Chen 
showed in 1975 (see [4] for an account) that a r.v. X is distributed as Po(#) if and only 
if E[#f (X+ 1 ) -X f (X) ]  = 0 for each bounded function f :  Z + ~ R, so that E[#f (W+ 
1) -  Wf(W)] may reasonably be expected to be small for a sum W = ~}ct1 j  of 
indicator .v.'s that has a distribution close to Po(#). Now, a judicious choice of func- 
tion f = f~,A actually leads to E[#f (W + 1) -  Wf(W)] -: P (W E A) - Z jEA  e-I'#J/J ! 
(see [4] for details), so that the total variation distance dTv(L/'(W),Po(#)) may be 
estimated if one can bound supA I E[pf~,A(W q- 1)-  Wf~,4(W)]I in an effective manner. 
This is the essence of the Stein-Chen method. Now, various general theorems may be 
invoked towards achieving this goal; for example, the couplin9 approach adopted by 
Barbour et al. leads to the following result (Corollary 2.C.5 in [4]): 
Stein--Chen Poisson Approximation. Suppose that W = ~--]~r I~, where the l~'s are 
indicator random variables with expections lz~. Suppose further that F~ = F \ {~} 
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0 i can be partitioned into F~,F~ such that I~ and {I/~;/~ E I/} are independent. Then 
dTv(~a(W), Po(/~))~< 1 - e-;~ (Zr t2~+~Z(E( I~ l l~)+rr~l t , ) )  
where ~ = E(W) .  
V~(':) I. In our case, we let W = z_.j=l j, where lj = 1 if and only if the j th group of t 
columns is deficient - -  with/.1. = 0 otherwise. 
2. Upper bounds on the size of (t, q, 2, A) sign-balanced covering matrices 
We start with a basic upper bound that is valid for all values of the parameters 
in question, and which assumes a logarithmic form asymptotically (i.e., as n tends to 
infinity). 
Theorem 2.1. Consider rectangular k x n arrays with entries from the alphabet (g = 
{0, 1 .. . .  ,q - 1}. Given t<~n, and a set A of permissible signs, the smallest number 
k = k(n,t,q, 1, A) of rows, such that there exists an array so that for each choice 
cC = (Cj, .... Cj,) o f t  columns, and for each choice ~ = (el ..... et) of signs in A, the 
linear combination ~ti= l eiCj, (mod q) contains each entry of fg at least once, satisfies 
~ ~ t ~ 1) l °gn[ l+o(1)}  (n~oc)  k(n,t,q, I ,A )~ -log(qq___~--- ~ 
where the exact form of the o(1 )function is specified in (2.1) below. 
Proof. We select one of the letters in ~ = {0, 1 . . . . .  q -  1} randomly, independently, 
and with equal probability, for each position in the k × n array (k to be determined). 
Let Aj be the event that the jth set cg = (Cj, . . . .  Cj,) of  t columns is deficient, i.e., Aj 
occurs if the linear combination Y~'-I=I eiCj, is missing (modq) at least one member of 
q3 for some permissible choice (el . . . . .  el) E A of signs. We will find bounds on k that 
guarantee that P(  .zij) > 0, i.e., for which the system in question exists. Now the 
probability [under the uniform distribution on {0, 1 . . . . .  q - 1 }n~] of a given set <g = 
(Cj .. . . .  Cj,) o f t  columns being deficient is given by P(U~,EA U/E:.~{: ~ ~i=l eiCj,}). 
We next argue that for any e E A, : E N, and c~., p( (  f~ y~ti= 1 eiC);) = (q -  1)k/q~; 
this will prove, in turn, that the probability P(Aj) of c6 being deficient is no larger 
than IA lq{(  q - 1)/q}k: The probability e ( (  E }--~J;=l eiCj,) equals, by independence, 
7 k, where 7 is the probability that any particular component of the vector ~ i= l  eiCj, 
is different from :. It is a relatively easy matter, however, to show (by induction on 
t, for example) that for any choice e,l . . . . .  e,t of signs, the distribution of the random 
variable elX1 +. . .  +etXt (mod q) is itself uniform on the finite set q3, where X1 . . . . .  Xt 
represent the random entries across any fixed row of the j th set of columns. It follows 
that 7 = (q -  1)/q and thus that p = supj P(Aj)<. IA[q{(q- 1)/q} k. 
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Notice next that the dependence number d in the Lovfisz local lemma equals the 
number of sets of t columns that intersect any given set in one or more columns; it 
follows that d~< (I)(t-nl) -- 1, SO that the condition ep(d + 1)~<1 may be simplified to 
eq[Al { q ___~l }k n'-' t~~l ,  
i.e., to 
k ~> (t-_log(q --~l)l)l°gn [1 + l+l°gq+l°glAl+l°gt- l°g[( t - ( t  $5 1) lo n 1)!]] 
( t -  1) logn 
-- -l~g(q_--~l ) {1 + o(1)} (n --* oo). (2.1) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. [] 
It is clear, from Theorem 2.1, that a trivial upper bound on the size k = k(n, t, q, 2, A) 
of a (t,q, 2, A) sign-balanced covering matrix is given by 2(t - 1 ) log n/(log(q/q - 1 )) 
{1 + o(1)}; we seek, however, to do better, and, in particular, to exploit the fact the 
first "covering" might actually have accomplished far more. We shall show, in fact, 
that subsequent coverings, beyond the first, are achieved with substantially fewer rows 
- a constant times log log n of them, to be precise: 
Theorem 2.2. The minimal size k = k(n, t, q, 2, A ) of a (t, q, 2, A) sign-balanced cover- 
ing matrix is at most [ ( t -  1)log n+(2-1) log log  n]/log(q/q - 1){1+o(1)} (n ~ o¢), 
where o(1) may be taken to be any function that tends to zero slower than (log n) -l. 
Proof. We use the same probability model as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, and employ 
the Lovfisz lemma once again. Let Aj be the event that the jth group of t columns is 
'deficient', where a deficient set is now defined as one for which, for some choice of 
permissible signs, the linear combination in question contains at least one letter of f¢ 
at most 2 -  1 times. Note then that 
(uu/  }) P(Aj) = P ~iCj, contains at most 2 - 1 ds 
\~E  fE  ~. i=1 
<~-~P{£e iC j ,  conta insatmost2-1Es} 
eEA fEf# i=1 
2--1 r k--r 
r=0 
2q lA l~ ~ , (2.2) 
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so that, with d<~[tnt - l / ( t -  1)!] - 1 (as before), the probability of our array forming 
a (t, q, 2, A) sign-balanced covering matrix is positive provided that 
(qq,), tn, 
e2qlA l (2  Z-1)! - -  ( t -  1) -----~. ~<1' 
or, with A = eq;ttlA[/[(2 - 1)!(t - 1)!], if 
k log(q_~q 1) - (2 -1 ) logk>~(t -1 ) logn+logA.  (2.3) 
If we now set k = ((t - l) log n + (2 - 1)loglog n) / log(q/ (q  - 1)){1 + o(1)}, then 
the condition in (2.3) may be verified to be satisfied provided that o(1) tends to zero 
slower than 1/log n. This proves the result; note that the bound in Theorem 2.2 reduces 
to that in Theorem 2.1 on setting 2 = 1 [the o(1 ) functions are different, of course]. 
Remark. Reconsider the simple case that motivated the developments in this paper, 
namely that of difference matrices. One may ask what might have occurred had we 
chosen to consider some other mode of combining two columns (rather than taking 
their vector difference (modq)). We might, for example, have wished to consider the 
absolute value of the entries of the vector difference, asking that the resulting vector 
contain each element of f# at least once. In general, one may wish to study a proba- 
bility model where the vector difference of two columns contains entries that are not 
identically distributed over the set (~, i.e., for which p¢~ (( = 0, 1 .... ,q - 1) is the 
probability that any particular entry of the vector difference of any pair consists of 
the letter f [if the absolute value of the entries i taken, then it is easy to show that 
po = 1/q and that pr -- 2(q - r)/q 2 (r = 1 . . . . .  q - 1)]. We may use the Lov~isz 
lemma to show, however, that in this case the corresponding upper bound on the size 
of a difference matrix is larger than that given by Theorem 2.1, proving that arith- 
metic modulo q yields the smallest array - -  in the probabilistic sense described above. 
Specific details follow: 
Let At denote the event hat the vector difference of any particular pair of columns is 
missing the letter (. Then, by independence, P(Ae)  = (1 -  pc)k, where pe is as defined 
in the previous paragraph. It follows that the probability that a pair of columns is 
deficient is at most f (Po ,  pl . . . . .  Pq - l )  = ~q-~(1 - pF) k. Since g(Po, Pl . . . . .  Pq - I )  = 
q-1 
~l=o Pl = 1, one may set 
xT f (po ,  pl . . . . .  pq-1 ) = vX~9(Po, pl . . . .  , pq-1 ), 
and use standard Lagrange multiplier theory to conclude that the upper bound on the 
probability of a pair of columns being deficient, and thus the Lowisz-type upper bound 
on the size of a (2,q, 1,{(1,-1)}) sign-balanced covering array, are each minimized 
on adopting modular arithmetic. 
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3. Poisson approximations for the distribution of W 
We recall that W = ~_~)'__~ Ij, where Ij = 1 if and only if the jth group of t columns, 
when combined (modq) according to the signs determined by some e E A, yields a 
vector that does not contain at least one of the letters in our alphabet [Ij = 0 otherwise]. 
In Section 2, we focused on proving that the distribution of W had a positive mass 
at the origin under certain conditions. It is typically not satisfactory, however, to just 
know that P(W = 0) > 0. Algorithmic versions of the Lovfisz local lemma due to 
Beck are discussed in [1], where methods for actually finding certain kinds of rare 
configurations are outlined. Beck's method is not applicable for our problem, however, 
and we will adopt a somewhat different line of investigation i this paper. We will find 
error bounds, not just for the point probabilities P(W = 0), but for the total variation 
distance between the distribution ~(W)  of W and a Poisson distribution with mean 
p = E(W). Finding the approximate probability distribution of W does not just have a 
purely probabilistic motivation; if a structure has relatively few blemishes, i.e., if, for 
some A, P(W<~A)>>. x-"A e-UpJ/j! - error > 0 for k>>.KA, and if (as in our case) Z-~j=0 
each contribution to W needs at most qlA[ additional rows to fix, then one needs at 
most KA + q[A[A rows to obtain a (t,q, 1,A) sign-balanced covering matrix. One may 
now minimize this number over A to perhaps yield improvements over the results in 
Section 2. Such a technique has been dubbed the method of alterations by Alon and 
Spencer [1], and has been fruitfully used, e.g., by Erdts and Spencer [10] to obtain 
the best-known general (i.e., non-asymptotic) upper bound on the size of t -  (n,k, 1) 
covering designs. We do not, however, present results along these lines in this paper. 
We begin this section by considering, for simplicity, the special case of t = 2 
and A = {(1,-1)}: What is the approximate probability distribution of the r.v. W 
which equals the the number of pairs (Ci, Cj) of columns for which the vector dif- 
ference Ci - Cj (mod q) does not contain each element of c#? Since W = ~)~) l j ,  
where Ij is the indicator of the event that the jth pair of columns is deficient, it fol- 
lows that E(W) = # = (~)P(Ij = 1) -- (~){q(q - 1)k/q k - (q)(q - 2)k/q k +. . .}  
(~)q(q- 1)k/q k. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the r.v. lj is independent of the 
sI .l(~) is a sequence ensemble {Ii: the ith and jth pair of columns are disjoint}, i.e., t J J j=l
of dissociated r.v.s. Corollary 2.C.5 in [4] tells us then that 
d.rv(£P(W),Po(/t)) ~< (1 -e  -u) ~ {p2(lj = 1) 
t2- j=l  
+Z[P( I i l j  = 1 )+P( ] i  = 1)P(/j = 1)]}, (3.1) 
iE J  J 
where J consists of pairs of columns which intersect the jth pair in a single column. 
The estimation of the eovariance E(Iilj) is of paramount importance in (and sufficient 
for) the computation of the bound in (3.1), leading to the slogan 'two moments uffice 
for Poisson approximation', popularized by Arratia et al. [2]. This computation is often 
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non-trivial (see, e.g., [13]); we shall show, however, that in our case, {/j})2~ is a 
sequence of pairwise independent r.v.s, so that (3.1) yields 
Theorem 3.1. With the same notation as in the previous paragraph, we have 
dTv(ZP(W),Po(/Q) ~< (1 - e-U)(4n - 7)P(I1 = 1) 
<.4nq(qq---~l) k , (3.2) 
so that dTV(,LP(W),Po(~)) tends to zero with n provided that k is no smaller than 
log n{1 + o(1)}/log(q/[q- 1]), where o(1) is any sequence that 9oes to zero slower 
than log n. 
Remark. If one ignores the fact that the o(1) functions in Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 are 
different, we see that an entire Poisson approximation is valid whenever the Lov~sz 
lemma guarantees, as in Theorem 2.1, the existence of a sign-balanced covering matrix 
with t = 2 and A = {(1,-1)}. 
Lemma 3.2. The indicators :I .~(~) [where lj = 1 if the vector difference (modq) of I. J J j= l  
the jth pair of columns does not contain at least one element of f¢] are pairwise 
independent. 
Proof. The probability that the ith (or jth) pair of columns is deficient is evidently 
Igl/q ~, where ~- denotes the set of sub-configurations of ~k that contain at least one 
missing symbol [note that by the inclusion-exclusion principle, I~1 = {q(q -  1) k - 
(q ) (q -2)  k+...}]. We need, therefore, to show that P(Iilj = 1) = 1~12/q 2k. Note that 
each pair (c,d) in ~2 contributes to the event {Iilj = 1}. Fix any two configurations 
c = (Cl,C2,...,Ck) and d = (dl,d2 .. . . .  dk) in ~ .  Denote the ith and jth pairs of 
columns by (C1,C2) and (C2,C3), respectively. Then, 
k 
P(Ct  - C2 = c, C2 - C3 ~- d)= H P((C1 - C2)r  ~- Cr , (C2 -- C3)r  = dr) 
r= l  
k 
= H 1P((C2 - C3)r = drl(Cl - C2)r = Cr) 
r= l  q 
1 
q2k ' (3.3) 
the last equality in (3.3) above follows due to the fact that each possible way in which 
we can have (C1-C2)r = cr corresponds toprecisely one way in which (C2-C3)r = dr 
also holds. Since the right-hand side of (3.3) is independent of c and d, it follows that 
e(liIj = 1)= 1~12/q 2k, proving Lemma 3.2, and thus Theorem 3.1. 
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The method of Lemma 3.2 can be generalized so as to include t columns and any 
permissible choice of signs, and yields the main result of this section: 
Theorem 3.3. Consider a k × n array with entries that are randomly, independently, 
and uniformly chosen from ~9 = {0, 1 . . . . .  q - 1}. Let A be a "permissible" subset 
of  sequences chosen from {-1 ,  1}/, where t<~n, and let the jth set o f t  columns be 
denoted by (Cj, . . . . .  Cj,). Define W = ~-~('~) r where Ij = 1 if for some ~ E A, the Z..~j= 1 *J, 
linear combination ~i=1 eiCji does not contain (mod q) each entry of{O, 1 .... ,q -  1} 
at least once (Ij : 0 otherwise). Let/z : (t)P(ii = 1), where the inclusion-exclusion 
principle may be used to find P(I1 : 1) in any 9iven situation. Then 
+ 2 - -  dTv(~q(W), Po(p)) ~< [1 tnt-I ] ( t -1 ) , J lA ]q (q~q 1) k" 
Proof. By Corollary 2.C.5 in [4], 
dTv(~(W), Po(/.t)) 
~<__  1 -- e-O ~-~ {
j=l 
" ) P2(lj = I) + ~ ~ [P(I~= 1)P( / j=  1) 
P= ] { i : ( j  I ' " ' J t  ) 
A(  i I ...,,i t )=r} 
+P(Iflj = 1)] 
~<P(/j = 1) + 
t--1 1 
~,  ~ ~ [p2(/j = 1) + P(Iilj = 1 )] P(Ij 1) r=l {i:(jh...,/i )N(ih...,il )=r} 
tn t- ] 1 tn t -1 
<P(Ij 1)+ ,---7--.---7--U;,,,Ii 1)+ sup P(Iilj = 1). (3.4) i t - l ) !  P ( -  P(/ j  = 1) ( t -  1)! i 
Consider the term P(lilj = 1) from (3.4): Note that the event {Ij = 1} occurs if 
and only if for the choice of signs el, the letters in the set Li _C{0, 1 . . . . .  q - 1} 
are missing from the appropriate linear combination; for the choice e2, the letters in 
L2 C_{0, 1 . . . . .  q -  1} are missing ..... and, finally, the linear combination dictated by the 
signs in SlA I does not contain the letters in the set LI~ I C_{0, 1 . . . . .  q -  1}, where all 
the sets L1,L2 . . . . .  Lpl are not empty. The probability of this event is thus I~l/(", 
where o'¢g denotes the set of all letters in the columns (Cj, . . . . .  Cj,) for which the 
above-described property is satisfied. It follows, on denoting the ith set of t columns 
by (C;, . . . . .  Ci,), that 
P( / /6  = l ) = P (h , / ,  = 1) 
hE~ 
= Z -~P(Ii  = l lh) 
hE.YF 
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( { }) 1 p Z (~jCi' h UU 
hE.~ 6EA fEfq /=1 
<-F_, 7 
hc,~ 
= P(6  = 1)lalq , (3.5) 
which, together with (3.4), proves the theorem. 
If  we now consider, instead of W, the auxiliary random variable W*, defined as 
the number of episodes of the form (j,e) that prevent our array from forming a sign- 
balanced covering array, i.e., W* = ~? l  ~ez / J , , :  [where Ije. = 1 iff the jth group of 
t columns, when combined according to the signs prescribed by e, yield a vector that 
is missing at least one element of f#] then an interesting phenomenon is observed: A 
Poisson approximation is valid only for odd values of q. 
Theorem 3.4. Consider a k x n array with entries that are randomly, independently, 
and uniformly chosen from f# = {0, 1 . . . . .  q -1} ,  where q -- 1 (mod 2). Let A C_{-1, 1} t 
satisfy the condition e C A ~ -e  ~ A. Let t<~n, and denote the jth set o f t  columns 
by (C;, . . . . .  Cj,). Define W* x-',C,) ----- Z.. j=l ~e=(~:,,...,~,)C~ lj,e, where Ij,,: = 0 or 1 according 
as the linear combination ~i=l eiCj, contains each entry of {0, 1 . . . . .  q -  1} at least 
once (or not). Let ft = E(W*) ~ (7 ) la lq ( [q  - 1]/q)L Then 
dTv(~'(W*),Po(ft))  ~< [1 + 2IAI + 2 ~ I A  
Proof. We recall at the outset that e E A ~ -e  ~ A. Consider the jth and ith sets, 
= (Cj. . . . . .  Cj,) and ~ = (Di, . . . . .  Di,), of t columns; we shall assume that the sets 
have s common columns, 1 ~<s ~< t. Note that j and i may be equal to each other. Fix 
two permissible groups e and 6 of signs, and two configurations c,d E ~,  where 
p t is as defined in the proof of Lemma 3.2. As we have seen before, (~u=l  euCj,, = c) 
= P(~]tv= 1 6vDi, =-d) = 1/q k, so that P(Ij,~: = l) = P(Ii,6 = l) = ],:~l/q k. We argue 
e t t next that (~v=l  6vDi, = dl ~,u=l e~Cj,, = c) = 1/q k, so that the random variables 
{Ij,~}j=I,...,C);~E ~ are pairwise independent; we start by considering the case i = j, i.e., 
when s = t. Now q is odd, so that 2f¢ -- ft. In this case, note that the equation 
(eqCi + ... + etCt)r = Cr is satisfied (rood q) by several choices of (Cl(r) . . . . .  Ct(r)). 
Now exactly 1/q of such choices also satisfy the equation (61C1 + ... + t~tCt)r = dr,  
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provided, of course, that e = (el . . . . .  /~t) # -fi = ( - f l  . . . . .  -fit). It follows that 
e 6uCju : ~uCju = C r : 1/q, 
r \u=l  / r  
(3.6) 
and thus P(Ij,flj,~ : 1 )= l~]2/q 2k, as asserted. 
If i # j, i.e., if 1 ~<s ~< t - 1, we need to compute (E'v:  fvo  = dl E'u=, = c), 
where we have assumed without loss of generality that cg = (C1,..., Ct) and that ~ = 
(O l  . . . .  ,D t )  = (Ct -s+ l , . . . ,C t ,Os+l  . . . . .  Ot ) .  Now the equation (elC1 +' ' "  + ~tCt)r = 
cr (modq) has several solutions. Given any one of these, moreover, we must have 
(~tv=s+ 1 6~Oo)r equaling a specific number, in order for (~to= 1 6vOv)r to equal dr. 
The probability of the latter event is 1/q as discussed earlier. The claim of pairwise 
independence follows. Note that we did not need q to be odd for this part of the 
argument. 
Next, we again invoke Corollary 2.C.5 from Barbour et al. [4]: 
dTv(Aa(W* ), Po(lO) ~< 
l -- e -lz 
# 
(~,) 
×{EEp2( I j ,~  =1)  
j=l eEA 
j= l  e6d 6~A 
(7) t--1 
+EEZ E Z 
j=l tEA s=l i:linjl=s 6EA 
x [P(Ii,6lj,~ = l ) + P(Ii,5 = 1)P(Ij, E = l ) l} ,  (3.7) 
where the notation [i nj l  -- s is short for {i : ( J l  . . . .  ,jt) M (il ..... it) = s}. Now (3.7), 
the pairwise independence of the indicators, and the fact that P(Ij,, = 1) is independent 
of j and e, together lead to the estimate 
( : )  [ tn t - lq  
dxv(LP(W),Po(#)) ~< 1 -#e---------~u IA] 1 +2IAI + 2~IA I Jp2( / j~ ,  = 1) 
[ , 
~< l+21A[+2~]A,  q (~- -~)  (3.8) 
once again, the right-hand side of (3.8) may be verified to tend to zero as n ~ o¢ 
provided that k>>.(t- 1)logn/log(q/[q- 1]){1 +o(1)}, where o(1) is any function that 
goes to zero no faster than (logn) -1. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4. [] 
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4. Discussion 
(a) One of the key lessons to be learned from the Stein-Chen agenda is that the total 
variation distance between the distribution of a r.v. W and that of a Poisson(E(W)) 
variable is often small even though E(W) is large; the most elementary of many such 
examples discussed in [4] is that of the classical binomial-Poisson approximation, which 
holds just if p is small [the elementary textbook conditions that n be large, and np 
'moderate', are not required.] In the context of our problem, we know that a Poisson 
approximation for W is valid if k>~[(t- 1)logn + an]/log(q/[q- 1]) where an ~ c~ 
is arbitrary. For such ks, 
1~<~(7)qlAl(q-1)k<~(7)qlAl(qql)t°g~q'tq-q'n'- 'e" 
- -  ~ 0m e -a" (for some 0~) 
q 
so that a viable Poisson approximation h lds if E(W), the expected number of sets of 
deficient columns, is of order strictly smaller than n. 
(b) Fix n,q,t,A ([A I = 11), set 2 = 1, and vary k. Consider a random equiprobable 
array as we have throughout this paper. Is there then a level at which one observes 
a threshold phenomenon for P(W = 0)? In other words, is there a relative abundance 
of deficient columns, in the sense that limn~o~ P(W = O) = 0 (k<~ko), followed by 
a sudden phase transition to limn--.oo P (W- - -0 ) - -  1 (k~>kl)? How wide is the range 
[k0,kl], and what happens if k C [k0,kl]? The Stein-Chen method can be used to 
answer these questions. Theorem 3.3 shows, in particular, that 
e -~ -en <~P(W = 0)~< e -~+en, (4.1) 
where the error e, in Stein-Chen approximation tends to zero with n provided that 
k>~(t-  1)log n/ log(q/[q-  1]){1 + o(1)}. On the other hand, it is easy to verify, on 
using the inequalities (7){q([q- 1]/q) k -  (q)( [q-  2]/q)k} ~<P ~< (7)q([q- 1]/q) k that 
p ~ 0 (resp. c~) according as 
t log n + an ( t log n - a, ~ 
k - log(~)  resp. k - ~- -~1)  ) '  
where an ~ c~ is arbitrary. It follows from the upper inequality in (4.1) that P(W -- 
0 )~0 (n~oo)  if 
( t -  1)logn t logn-  an 
-l~g~q_-~l ) {l+o(1)}~<k~< l-~g(q__~l  
and thus, by the monotonicity [in k] of P(W = 0), if 
t log n - an 
k~< log( - l) 
Also, the first inequality in (4.1) yields P(W = 0) ~ 1 if 
rl -+- an 
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Finally, if k = [t log n + c]/log(q/[q - 1]) (c C R), we get the sharp extreme value 
result 
{ q (q~_q 1) c/leg(q/[q-1])) 
P(W = 0) --+ exp -~ = exp { -q  e -C) .  
(c) We have assumed in this paper that q and t are fixed, and have studied asymptotic 
questions as n tends to infinity. It would be of great interest to see how our results 
are affected by letting q and/or t tend to infinity with n at a slow enough rate. 
(d) Theorem 3.3, and the resulting threshold behaviour detailed in (b) above, were 
only studied for 2 = 1. What about a similar analysis for 2/> 2 (and with 2 conceivably 
tending to c~)? Such an approach would parallel the development in Theorem 2.2. 
(e) We have only been able to come up with elementary lower bounds for the 
numbers k(n, t,q, 2,A) using techniques uch as the inclusion-exclusion principle. It 
would be of  interest to tighten these bounds, and to see, in particular, how far they 
are from the corresponding upper bounds. 
(f) We end by providing some numerical values based on Theorems 2.1 and 2.2: 
We will ignore, for simplicity, the very insignificant [and computable] contribution of 
the o(1) terms. I f  n = e 25 ~ 72,005,000, 00 and we are dealing with the 26-letter 
English alphabet, then about log n~ log(q/[q- 1]) ~ 638 rows are needed to guarantee 
the existence of a configuration for which the vector difference of any two columns 
contains each element of {a, b . . . . .  z} at least once. By comparison, if we wish that each 
letter appear at least 25 times, then we need 638+24 log 25/log 1.04 ~ 2608, or about 
4 times as many rows. Approximately 8716 rows ensure that the vector difference of 
any pair of  columns contains 100 copies of each letter of  the English language. Finally, 
the discussion in (b) above reveals that with significantly more than 1276 rows, even a 
complete layperson could provide a (2, 26, 1, { (1 , -  1)}) sign-balanced covering matrix 
- -  by filling in the entries totally at random! 
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